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Dear Investor, 
 

Wish you & your family a very happy & prosperous new year. 
 

During CY17, we were up 37.0% on an average across all the portfolios. Our annual 
performance since we started communicating in CY14 has been as follows:  

 

 
 

 *Avg. across all the portfolios invested for more than a year (gross, before fees) 

 
As seen from the above, CY17 was a phenomenal year for the broader markets as both the 

Mid & Small cap indices registered solid returns of about 48% & 60% respectively. In fact, 
all the BSE sector indices ended positively with the entire BSE recording a gain of 36.7%. It 

was indeed a difficult year to lose money! 
 

 
 

 
Though the performance has been euphoric in CY17, it may be instructing to step back & 

look at longer term returns of these indices.  
 

CY14 90.4% 29.9% 54.7% 69.2%

CY15 17.5% -5.0% 7.4% 6.8%

CY16 16.2% 1.9% 8.0% 1.8%

CY17 37.0% 27.9% 48.1% 59.6%

Cumulative 256.2% 60.9% 165.8% 193.5%

CAGR 37.4% 12.6% 27.7% 30.9%

Annual Returns Portfolio* Sensex BSE   Mid-Cap BSE   Small-Cap
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was up by 36.7%

Source: BSE 
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Despite the indices closing at 
historical highs, as shown here 

10-yr annual returns (CAGR) of 
both Mid & Small cap indices 

are pathetically low at mid to 
lower single digits; lesser than 

even what bank FDs would have 

earned during that period. 
 

It is also interesting to note that if the same indices were bought only a year later, i.e. at 
the end of Dec-08, then the annual returns would have been phenomenal at >20%. 

 
The only reason behind such divergent returns is the ‘acquisition price’. As per Bloomberg, 

Mid & Small Cap indices traded at a PE of 21.3x & 17.4x respectively as of CY07-end 
whereas the same indices were at 6.4x & 4.5x as of CY08-end. In both the cases, while the 

indices close CY17 at historical peaks (& valuation given absence of any meaningful 
earnings growth), returns in the first case are anaemic because of a wrong acquisition price. 

 
 

Acquisition Price 
 

Given the importance of this acquisition price, it may be useful to outline our evaluation 

process which we follow while looking to make investments. 
 

While PEs (price to earnings ratio) offer a quick & easy way to get a sense of valuation, it is 
important to note that such a sense is relative in nature. A company trading at 20x may be 

considered cheap if its peers are trading at 25-30x whereas during a different time / market 
scenario, the same company at 15x may be termed expensive if its peers trade at 10-12x.  

 
Then how to value a company on an absolute basis? As in, what if there were no stock 

markets (no price history!) and still if one were to buy a business, then how would one 
value that business?  

 
We approach the transaction with the mindset of a business owner where buying a 

fractional ownership is same as buying the entire business. This makes us focus on free 
cash flows (FCFs) that the business can produce over its lifetime – as these FCFs can 

theoretically be pocketed by the business owner, these should give a healthy return on the 

price (market cap) being paid to acquire the business. Given we can earn 5-6% annually 
from bank a FD (which is ‘almost’ risk-free), we need to have a much higher return 

expectation (may be in double digits, say 12-14%) while looking to invest in a business.  
 

We will expand on this with the story of our friend, Ram who is a finance grad & is always 
looking to invest in a good business at a good price. 

 
 

Ram’s tryst with the Restaurant business 
 

Ram & his family often go to a South Indian restaurant and they always face a long waiting 
line. Not only this, whenever he is driving through that route he finds a traffic jam as people 

are alighting from their cars to get into this restaurant (as it happens to be on the main 
road). It seems there is no other similar good restaurant near-by & there are a number of 

offices around the corner, helping the restaurant to get captive patrons. Also being a fully  

Abysmal returns 

due to higher 

acquisition price

Phenomenal returns 

on the back of lower 

acquisition prices 

only a year later

31-Dec-07 31-Dec-17 10-yr CAGR

Mid-Cap 9,789 17,822 6.2%

Small-Cap 13,348 19,231 3.7%

31-Dec-08 31-Dec-17 9-yr CAGR

Mid-Cap 3,235 17,822 20.9%

Small-Cap 3,683 19,231 20.2%
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occupied commercial area, there doesn’t seem to be any space for a new restaurant to 
come up. This repeated observation makes Ram think that the restaurant is doing a great 

business as people are always queuing-up to have food there. The finance guy Ram is, he at 
times imagines owning this restaurant where he would be making money on every ‘idli or 

dosa’ (South Indian dishes) being served. Unfortunately that is not possible given it is 
privately owned. 

 

One day, through his contacts Ram comes to know that the restaurant is on sale. Having 
already assessed the business qualitatively, Ram makes up his mind to meet the owner & 

evaluate it quantitatively. He takes his CA along with him to carry out the due-diligence of 
the historical accounts – as expected he finds the business to be quite profitable (~20% 

ROIC) producing consistent free cash flows annually (which the owner has been taking out).  
 

Ram calculates that post paying for all the variable (primarily food-related) & fixed expenses 
(salary, utilities and maintenance among others), he should be able to take out Rs9-10 a 

year. Given constraints around expansion, he further estimates that this FCF of Rs9-10 can 
probably be increased to Rs10-10.5 next year on the back of higher menu prices (without 

hurting restaurant’s franchise as people like the food & wouldn’t mind paying a little higher 
– as has been demonstrated by the earlier years’ accounts) 

 
Finding that both qualitative & quantitative factors converge (i.e. it was understood to be a 

good business which also gets reflected in its numbers) Ram readies himself to make a bid 

for the restaurant. Keeping in mind his return expectation (& comparison with the bank FD 
rates) he thinks a price of around Rs100 to be fair. At this price, though the expected return 

initially would be slightly lower at 9-10%, it would hopefully get compensated by a stream 
of increasing returns going forward (on the back of pricing power of the restaurant leading 

to higher expected FCFs in future). 
 

Driven by his rational thought process, Ram also evaluates 
different possible scenarios, esp. what if the restaurant 

doesn’t produce the expected FCFs – in case there is an 
exodus of chefs hurting restaurant’s franchise or conversion 

of an existing commercial space into a competing restaurant 
offering a similar cuisine. Such dreadful thoughts force Ram 

to incorporate a margin of safety in his bid price to account 
for such unexpected events. As such, instead of Rs100, he 

bids at Rs70 to take care of any unforeseen circumstances 

& any judgment errors on his part.  
 

On the other hand, the owner of the restaurant quotes a 
non-negotiable price of Rs150. Ram assesses that at this price, his annual returns would 

come down to 6-7% (in-line with the bank FD returns) as the FCFs of the restaurant would 
remain the same irrespective of the price being paid to acquire those FCFs. He reluctantly 

lets the deal pass-through knowing that though this would have been a good business, it 
wouldn’t have been a good investment for him. 

 
A few months later in early Nov-16, demonetization hits the economy. Demand for various 

products & services nosedives (including restaurants) and business owners scramble for 
fresh funds.  

 
Ram back to his work, gets a sudden call from the same South Indian restaurant owner who 

probably needs funds urgently to pay in his other business ventures. This emergency along- 
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with a steep-drop in foot-falls in his restaurant, makes him agree on Ram’s earlier bid of 
Rs70 provided he can get the funds in a day or two. 

 
Ram’s discipline & patience pays-off and he jumps at the offer to close the transaction. He is 

able to now buy a good business at his price which is probably going through a temporary 
slowdown. At this price, if all goes as per the expectation, his expected return would be 13-

14% whereas if things do not unfold as per the plan, he would still have a cushion (as in 

FCFs could fall to Rs6-7 instead of expected Rs9-10 and still Ram would make 9-10% 
returns). 

 
 

What we do 
 

This is exactly what we do – wait for a combination of good business & good price and act 
when it comes. We value the business just like in a private transaction and then look into 

the markets to see if someone is selling his / her share at a bargain price. Given stock 
markets in the short term are driven by 

demand-supply, sentiments & emotions (greed-
fear) various opportunities keep coming our way 

when assets go on sale. 
 

We also differentiate between a good business & 

a good investment and sell when typically 
markets are euphoric; valuations are peaking 

and business FCFs do not make sense (lower 
ROICs) on the quoted prices.  

 
Easier said than done as it invariably pits-us 

against the market; our defense is only our 
understanding of the business & its analysis, 

which helps us build the conviction to stay put 
on the course taken. Instant gratification 

seldom happens – generally stocks do go down post our buying and they do go up further 
post our selling. We often run the risk of being called ‘unsophisticated investors’ as we 

typically buy early & sell early. 
 

 

What we don’t do 
 

It also implies that if we do not get the combination of a good business & a good price, we 
will not act; as is happening currently where we believe that acquisition prices are not in 

sync with the FCFs (free cash flows) that the businesses are generating. We will not deploy 
capital just because the investor has given us funds & also will not mind sitting on sizeable 

cash in the absence of investable opportunities even if it makes us forgo our fees (as we 
might not even cross our hurdle rate).  

 
Our approach often leads us to trail the markets – not investing in a peaking market (as in 

current times) would definitely ensure a ‘negative alpha’ and thus patience & long-term 
horizon become extremely important traits for our investors. We would let the investor take 

the capital back rather than invest just to follow the markets. 
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We do commit mistakes – at times 
 

Following our investment philosophy, it is our endeavor to avoid making mistakes – a good 
business ensures sustainability of FCFs (earnings) into the future and a good price 

minimizes the risk of permanent loss of capital & increases the probability of returns. Still 
given the subjectivity around the whole decision making process, we are prone to making 

mistakes. We may misunderstand the sustainability of the business and / or overpay leading 

to negative returns.  
 

Whenever this happens, we will be the first to share the bad news with you. Luckily such 
instances have been far & few as our process has kept us in good stead so far.  

 
 

Current Scenario – Mr. Market’s exuberance 
 

Lately we have been wearing our ‘seller’ 
hat more often than the ‘buyer’ hat. 

Driven by the euphoric nature of Mr. 
Market, we have been able to profitably 

sell / pare down our exposures across a 
number of companies.  

 

All our decisions were led by narrowing of 
the gap between price (as quoted in the 

market) & value (as determined by us). At 
these prices, FCF (free cash flows) based 

returns dropped to historically low single 
digits, in effect either building in a 

significant recovery in future FCFs or 
market participants agreeing on a new 

normal of lower returns. 
 

Given our much higher return expectation 
from investments, we fully exited from 

companies where our future FCF (or 
earnings) growth estimates were not 

materially different from what the 

company had reported historically; or 
where we had to tone-down our estimates 

based on certain recent developments in 
the company / industry. 

 
Whereas businesses where a structural 

change or a favorable macro environment 
is expected to lead to significantly superior 

future cash flows (or earnings) have not 
been fully divested. 

 
 

 
 

 

In his 1987 letter to shareholders, Warren

Buffett explained the concept of Mr. Market

in detail – he stated, "Ben Graham, my friend

and teacher, long ago described the mental

attitude toward market fluctuations that I

believe to be most conducive to investment

success. He said that you should imagine

market quotations as coming from a

remarkably accommodating fellow named Mr.

Market who is your partner in a private

business. Without fail, Mr. Market appears

daily and names a price at which he will

either buy your interest or sell you his".

Mr. Buffett further said, "Even though the

business that the two of you own may have

economic characteristics that are stable, Mr.

Market's quotations will be anything but. For,

sad to say, the poor fellow has incurable

emotional problems. At times he feels

euphoric and can see only the favorable

factors affecting the business. When in that

mood, he names a very high buy-sell price

because he fears that you will snap up his

interest and rob him of imminent gains. At

other times he is depressed and can see

nothing but trouble ahead for both the

business and the world. On these occasions

he will name a very low price, since he is

terrified that you will unload your interest on

him."
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Cash – Where to invest? 
 

Though our sell-offs have been quite profitable, they have led to another problem: un-
invested cash. We have not been able to re-deploy the cash given our insistence on a 

combination of a good business & a good price. While there are a number of good 
businesses, their steep valuations (resulting into low FCF returns on quoted prices) may not 

make them a good investment. 

 
As such we have been quite cautious in putting capital to work. We will not invest just 

because the investor has given the funds; and are ready to wait till we get both our 
conditions of business & price met. 

 
Given unpredictability of the markets, at times this ‘wait’ can test our & our investors’ 

patience. Non-action on our part not only can give an impression of ‘nothing happening in 
the portfolio’ but also a ‘feeling of left behind’ esp. in the wake of rising markets. We do not 

let such emotions mar our decision making process – for us deploying funds just to be with 
the markets would be more of speculation than investment.  

 
We will be happy to continue to under-perform this year as well (& return the capital back, 

if needed) rather than change our investment process to align with the times. 
 

 

Changes in the portfolio – exits  
 

Phoenix Lamps was a bigger position in the portfolio that we completely 
sold-off last year. Its acquisition by Suprajit Engineering in mid-2015 

brought a good business under an able management. This had triggered our buy decision & 
we bought into the company sometime in Aug-Sept-15. With the exit of the PE investor 

focus was expected to again come back into the business, which already commanded a 
lion’s share of ~60% in halogen lamps in the OE market, though had not really grown over 

the last few years. 
 

Under the new 
management investments 

were made towards 
modernization of plants, 

after-market presence 

was strengthened & 
concrete efforts were 

made towards recouping 
lost share with OEMs. In 

the process, Suprajit also 
announced Phoenix 

merger with itself issuing fresh equity to Phoenix minority shareholders (like us). While it 
made a lot of business sense to merge (lesser over-heads, cross-selling opportunity, etc) we 

got our stake exchanged into an expensive company. At the time of buying Phoenix traded 
at a PE of ~14x, at the time of de-listing (for the merger) at ~22x whereas Suprajit was at 

34x when we were issued the fresh stock. Though Suprajit has created an enormous wealth 
for its shareholders, at 34-35x giving an FCF return of < 3% we thought it to be too 

expensive for a manufacturing company & sold our positions doubling our capital in < 2.5 
years. 

 

We bought 

the shares

Shares getting de-

listed for the merger 

in Sept-17

Phoenix Lamps
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New stocks added 
 

Some of the new positions added in the portfolio were Dr Reddy’s Lab, Mayur Uniquoters 
among others as discussed below. 

 
DRL is the 5th largest pharmaceutical company in India both by 

sales & market capitalization. While the traditional Indian 

branded-generic business resembles an FMCG business where 
consumers buy the doctor-prescribed brand, dynamics are quite different in the US generic 

market where molecules get prescribed primarily (instead of brands). As more companies 
launch a particular molecule, prices crash & volumes get competed away necessitating the 

companies to continually launch newer molecules. This competitive intensity can also be 
addressed by launching complex (difficult to formulate) molecules thereby elongating its 

window of market opportunity (before others can launch). We believe DRL was one of the 
first companies in India to appreciate this & they accordingly directed their R&D budgets to 

build capabilities (complex injectables, biosimilars & other long molecule products) to 
benefit them in the longer run.  

 
Whenever the pace of new launches falls behind the pace at which existing molecules are 

getting competed away, sales drop. This is quite common in pharma industry & DRL has 
been no exception. Post its plants coming under FDA scrutiny resulting into delayed 

approvals (& launches), not only DRL’s US sales dropped by 1/4th but also its profits more 

than halved – from a steady quarterly run-rate of Rs6bn in FY15 & FY16 (till 3Q16 before 
the FDA issue), PAT has come down to an average of Rs2.5bn over the last few quarters. 

Despite this company has maintained its R&D spend of 13-14% of sales (benefits of which 
will possibly accrue over the next few years) and still has been reporting operating margins 

of 15-16% (post R&D). We have bought into the company at a market cap of Rs360-400bn 
(against a peak of Rs700bn) and believe that business recovery will be a function of 

successful remediation of FDA issues & complex products launches from the company’s 
pipeline (though the recent consolidation of customers in the US may further elongate the 

recovery period). 
 

 
Mayur Uniquoters is the largest manufacturer of artificial leather in 

India with a capacity size of 2x its nearest competitor. Founded in 
1992, Mayur has stood true to its aim of bridging the quality gap of 

Indian & European PVC leather – so much so that its products now 

command a premium of at least 5-10% in a fairly competitive 
domestic market. This consistent quality along with the introduction of regular new designs 

makes Mayur an in-dispensable vendor for shoe manufacturers like Bata, Paragon & VKC – 
here Mayur’s leather is known to offer the maximum cycles (shoe bending & back while 

walking) without developing cracks. 
 

Mayur’s quality has also drawn attention from global auto OEMs like Ford & Chrysler; in fact 
after LG Chemical (South Korea) Mayur is the only company from Asia exporting to global 

OEMs, post qualifying through their rigorous & repeated factory audits. This has not only 
helped the company to diversify its sales (from primarily selling to footwear industry a few 

years back) but has also added multiple growth levers. Its auto business (both OEM & 
replacement), general exports & furnishing sales now account for ~60% of its top-line & 

have together grown far ahead of the footwear industry sales. Further Mayur’s discussion 
with other global OEMs & its recent expansion into PU leather may provide a major boost to 

its future sales & profits. We got an opportunity to buy into the company at a market cap of  
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Rs16-16.5bn when it was trading at a trailing PE of 18-19x, which we believed was quite 
attractive for a company with such solid credentials & a long growth runway.    

 
 

Apart from these, allocation was increased in some of the existing positions of 
Hindi print media companies of Jagran Prakashan & HMVL. 

 

After a gap of three years print industry recently released IRS 2017, a 
readership measurement survey which is used as a currency by the industry 

while negotiating advertising rates with the advertisers. At a time when print readership is 
shrinking globally, Indian dailies added 110mn readers since 2014 registering an impressive 

growth of 39% to reach 407mn readers.  
 

It is heartening to note that almost 50% increase in this readership just came from Hindi 
dailies, whose readers increased from 121mn to 176mn (up 45%) over the same period. We 

are also delighted to share that Dainik Jagran (from Jagran Prakashan) & Hindustan (from 
HMVL) were adjudged to be top-2 most read dailies across all the languages (accounting for 

almost 70% of the total Hindi readership!) 
 

 
 

 
 

Given the print industry was functioning without the availability of a credible currency for 
last three years (readership data), IRS 2017 will hopefully go a long way in getting the 

industry its due share from advertisers / media buying agencies.  
     

Both Jagran Prakashan & HMVL positions were also initiated into our newer portfolios. 
 

 
Portfolio differences 

 
It is important for us to highlight that there will be considerable differences between a 

mature portfolio & a new portfolio (recently started). These differences will not only be in 
terms of cash levels (new portfolios will have more cash) but also in terms of stocks in the 

portfolio.  
 

Given different portfolios start at different times, funds deployment from a particular 

portfolio become a function of the opportunity set (combination of good business & good  

Jagran & Hindustan : 

largest read dailies 

across all the languages

Growth in Hindi 

readership one of the 

highest given its size

Ashish Bhasin, chairman MRUC (Media Research Users Council) and chairman and CEO, Dentsu Aegis Networks said that 39

per cent of Indians (12+ years) read newspapers. “These numbers definitely tell us that there is a bright future awaiting the

printing industry. I am also hoping that we will now begin to see advertisers and media agencies taking print more seriously.”

Source: www.afaqs.com/news/story/52196_IRS-2017-TOI-Dainik-Jagran-top 

  

 

Source: www.campaignindia.in/article/irs-2017-english-dailies-bow-out-of-the-top-10/442197 

 

 

  

 

http://www.afaqs.com/news/story/52196_IRS-2017-TOI-Dainik-Jagran-top
http://www.campaignindia.in/article/irs-2017-english-dailies-bow-out-of-the-top-10/442197
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price) at that point of time. While a mature portfolio will have investments across a number 
of companies (on an avg. ~20) which we may not be selling (or only partially selling), we 

may not be comfortable in adding those names in the new portfolios (if the price-value gap 
has narrowed lowering the required margin of safety for us to initiate new positions then). 

Whereas whenever a new investment opportunity is identified, all the existing portfolios get 
invested, making the portfolios converge as they mature.  

 

Our methodology of treating every portfolio afresh ensures that we constantly evaluate 
price-value equation of our existing / new investments. We do not run a common model 

portfolio buying existing investments into new portfolios irrespective of the price-value gap. 
 

At times, this does take a toll on our bandwidth though we believe that it allows us to follow 
a rational process & give equal importance to all the investors’ portfolios. 

 
 

Thank you 
 

I again take this opportunity to sincerely thank you for trusting our decisions & patiently 
working with us. With the current state of the markets, this year may turn-out to be quite 

challenging given our reluctance to invest & peaking valuations of the market. We seek your 
support as that motivates us to do our best. I look forward to have a discussion with you 

over the next few weeks on the performance. Please feel free to write back in case of any 

suggestions / feedback.  
 

Also if we have added any value to your portfolio so far, please introduce us to your family 
or friends who might be interested in our services. 

 
 

Yours Sincerely, 
 

 
 

 

Shalabh Agarwal 

shalabh.agarwal@snowballcapital.in 

 

mailto:shalabh.agarwal@snowballcapital.in

